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Q Division, Winter Warmer
Our exclusive collaboration with Pope’s Yard is 
the perfect beer for in front of the fire. Raisin, 
caramel, toffee and a bit of warming alcohol  
is the perfect way to draw the night in.

Lacerta, Pale Ale
Tropical, golden, hazy pale. Aromas of pear, 
nectarine and ripe pineapple precede flavours 
of mango, orange blossom and tangerine all 
balanced with a light, piney bitterness.

Club Hammer, Stout
Voted CAMRA’s “Hertfordshire Beer of the Year”  
in 2016. Black and chocolate malt with roasted 
barley create a sweet and roasty balance with  
select British hops rounding it all out.

Cardamom & Conquer,  
Fruited & Spiced Sour
An exclusive collaboration with our friends at 
Hammerton. This fruity and spicy sour is full of 
Autumnal warming notes of cardamom and  
fresh orange laid over a refreshing acidity.

Citra, Mo, Idaho! NEIPA
Everybody likes Citra and Mosaic hops. So, 
Overtone invited Idaho 7 to partner with them, 
bringing increased hoppiness, fruitiness and haziness.

Hefeweizen
Naturally hazy from the classic German yeast, 
expect a soft, wheat malt character with hints  
of clove and banana.

Heart of Ice, Modern Lager
Siren used some tank downtime during the 
lockdown to make this lovely modern lager.  
Having a tank free for an extended period let  
them put this baby in the deep freeze and  
smooth out over a few months.

Playback, West Coast IPA
A clear, crisp and clean West Coast IPA. Big US 
hops balance against a malty backbone, creating  
a beer with serious drinkability.

POW, Fruity Pale
Manchester’s own First Chop brings you a juicy, 
double-dry-hopped, modern session IPA with a 
full-bodied mouthfeel.

Long Shadow, Amber
A sessionable and moreish amber ale displaying 
floral, earthy, spicy and pine notes. Sweet, rich, 
malty flavours are balanced with Motueka & Dr 
Rudi hops to create a low level of bitterness  
and a touch of sweetness on the finish.

GABA, Peach IPA
The fruity hit of a big Mosaic and Galaxy dry hop 
is turned up to 11 with the addition of 60 kilos of 
peach puree in this IPA.

 

Cold Spark, Session Pale
Full-bodied, creamy, and full of Citra. It’s like  
a little tropical, hoppy, milkshake.

 

Next month, even more high-quality brews  
... this time from Partizan!
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YOUR PREMIUM CASE

This month, we have the pleasure of introducing you to Geoff 
and Barbara from Pope’s Yard. Based in Hemel Hempstead,  

this brewery forms part of the oldest mechanical paper mill in  
the world and sits on an island in the River Gade. 

The main focus for Pope’s Yard is the science and history behind 
beer. Geoff and Barbara have travelled all over the world to learn 
new (or rather ‘old’!) techniques and bring back loads of great ideas 
to experiment with. They really take the time to understand the 

different characteristics of beer, producing truly wonderful brews. 
You’ll have the pleasure of enjoying a couple of their beers in your 
case this month – you’ll be able to tell how knowledgeable they  
are by how great they taste! 

You’ll even find an exclusive collab we’ve brewed with them, just 
for our comrades. Learn more about Pope’s Yard in our Meet the 
Brewers article on our website, whilst you enjoy one of their bottles. 

Cheers comrades! 
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